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Here’s a guide to all the strikes happening in travel right now,
including the air traffic control strikes over the summer – and how
they might affect your holiday

Ryanair customers on early flights from Manchester Airport can now
drop off checked bags the night before.
The overnight bag drop is free to passengers travelling from Manchester
before 8am.

SWISS has announced the introduction of free Wi-Fi enabled
internet for chat services on all long-haul flights, beginning in
August 2023.
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How airlines are helping
people flee Maui wildfires

Foreign Office Urges Caution For
Those Visiting South Africa

Italy caps airline travel costs to its
islands

As residents and visitors rushed to escape the impact of deadly
wildfires in Maui, some airlines said they are adding more flights,
swapping in bigger planes or making other changes to help
accommodate evacuees.

The Foreign, Commonwealth and Development Office (FCDO) is
warning travellers visiting South Africa to check their routes for
disruption, as industrial action led by minicab drivers in Cape Town has
turned riotous.
The South African Ministry of Police has reported five deaths including
one of a British national last Thursday. The strike started last Tuesday

To combat excessively expensive flights, airlines will be
prohibited from dynamically adjusting tariffs if the adjustment
occurs on national routes connecting with the islands during a
peak period of demand or during a national state of emergency.
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Business travel recovery stalls
as companies seek to cut
costs and emissions

Introverts recommend the best
places for solo travel

The recovery in business travel has stalled this year amid record
price rises for premium flights and growing pressure on big
companies to cut their carbon emissions.

Do you love getting lost in the anonymity of an unknown city? Does a
solitary mountain retreat sound like heaven? Are you comfortable
dining alone?

Solo travel is on the rise, with lone rangers seeking freedom, flexibility,
self-discovery and an escape from routine.
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